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BUJ3BLE DENSITY MEASUREMENTS WITH HAZE 

I 
Gibvanni Bor,eani*, Dermis Hall, loren Shalz, Phillip Hanson 

i 

lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
University of California 

Berkeley, California 

28 October 1968 

The following paper is the result of a collaborative effort between 
the Data Handling Group, l;1e~ded by Howard White, and the Powell-Birge Physics 
Group, at UCLRL, Berkeleyt l ). The development of the method was done by 
Howard '{bite and Dennis Hall. The application of the method and the inter
pretation of the results was done by Giovanni Borreani. Theprogramming 
was ,done by Loren Shalz and Phillip Hanson. 

PURPOSE 

The p~rpose of bubble density measurements in HAZE is to resolve the 
mass identification of events which are kinematical~ ambiguous, and to 
establish the correct mass of the charged par:ticles :in events for which two 
or more neutral particles ,are produced. 

DATA 
, I 
The HAZE program produces the following information for each track in 

each view measured. 

T: 
H: 

, Mode: 

The total number of times 
The total number of times 
to produce a digitizing. 
as the number of hits. 

the track was traversed by the spot. 
the spot was sufficient~ obscured 
This number is usual~ referred to 

The mode of measurement. In the "normal" mode of measurement, 
the motion of the spot is perpendicular to the beam direction. 
In the "orthogonal" mode, the spot moves parallel to the beam 
direction. Although tracks may be measured in both modes, 
ionization information is only collf;cted from the segment \rith 
the greater length in the direction of, stage motion. 

* On leave of absence from the Instituto di Fisca Nucleare - Seg. Li' 
'!brino, Ita~. 
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In addition, the FOG program provides the following auxiliary inform
ation: 

F.MF: Film factor i.e., the tilt of the track with respect to the scan 
direction. 

SPF: Space factor i.e., the tilt of the track in space with respect to the 
filJD. plane. 

X,Y,Z: The space coordinates of the midpoint of the track. 
F.MF and SPF are defined as follows (See Figure 1): 

Let 
6X = the component of track length on filJD. in the direction of stage 

motion. 
Lfilm = the arc length of the track on the film. 

L = the arc length of the track in space. space 

'Ihen 
~ LfilJD. 

F.MF - -- and SPF = -::---
-Lf~'~ L 

..... ..L1U space 

BASIC ME'lROD 

Following Strarid(2) and others, we assume Poisson statistics~ Therefore, 
The probability that digitizing does not occur on a single sweep is 
given by: . 

P (no hi t) ;'. exp [- tF~. where 

kF = bubble density along the direction of stage motion, and 

a = FSD spot size. 

. In hydrogen, the bubble density is known to vary with:tbe 
. particle velocity (3 as(3). 

k 
k = 0 ,where 

r 
k = the bubble density of a relativistjc track. o 

We assume that the bubble density k 
pubble density kF along the scan direc~ion 

k = k 
F FMF. SPF 

Thus ,.,e have 

p. (. hi t) '; HC ::: 1-:1'; -koa. ] 
. f3<'~ •• FMF • SPF I , . . , 

letting c::: l'Da ,.,e have 

HC = 1--- e.h.'"Pr - c ] 
L 132 • HW· SPF .. 

in space is related .to the 
by: 
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The constraint c must be determined experimentally for each mode of 
measurement. An observed difference of about 30% is attributable to a 
difference in spot size between the two modes. 

Determination 
of known velocity. 
For the orthogonal 
used. 

CALIBRATION 

of c is accomplished by requ1r1ng HC = HIT for particles 
For the normal mode of measurement, beam tracks were used. 

mode a sample of kinematically unambiguous 4c events was 

Having determined c for the two modes one may u~e HIT to predict the 
relative ionization. Figure 2 shows the relationship between the momentum 
and the relative ionization predicted by HIT. A sample of kinematically 
unambiguous 4c events was used. The two bands represent the pi and proton 
tracks. i 

Fitting these points to l/f3x gives a value of x between 1.4 and 1.8 at 
95% confidence limits. The explanation fdr this is not understood at this 
time although it is most probably due to some peculiarity in the chamber 
illumination system. In any case, the selection efficiency is not affected. 

EXTENSION OF THE METHOD 

It was seen that the above model was insufficient to describe the 
relationship between bubble denSity in space and HIT. In order to study 
this relationship further, the following quantities were developed: 

HIJ 
~J = T

IJ 

R
IJ 

ill1:J 
where I denotes the track and 
J denotes the view. 

From a sample of tracks unambiguously defined by a 4c kinematical fit, 
scatter plots were made of R

IJ 
against all parameters which might affect ~he 

relationship. The parameters which were found to be significant were X, Y, 
Z, and FMF. Figures 3, 4, 5, and 6 show the nature of these effects. The 

,effects varied significantly with the mode of measurement and the view. 

Improvements to HC
IJ 

are developed as follows: 

For each mode and view find A
IJ

, B
IJ 

such that 

HM
IJ 

RIJ = HC
IJ 

== AIJ +- BIJ'X == PIJ(X) 

This was done by hand fitting a line to the points in Figure 3 . 
./ 

The first improvement to HC
IJ 

is then given by: 

HciJ = HCIJ"PIJ(X) 

'rhree Hlore improvement cycles ,.,ere performed as follows: 
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4 Thus the final estimate HCIJ is given by 

4 
HCIJ = HCIJ·PIJ(X)·QIJ(Y)·SIJ(Z)·TIJ(FMF) 

Figure 7 shows the Z dependence after all corrections have been made. 

ERROR ON HM 

The error on HMIJ is given by: 

. _, ~J(l-~J) +C~ 
~J1 T 

H~J(l-~J) 
where -----::T=----- is the statistical error, and C2 is an emperical 

constant determined from the dispersion of HM on heavily ionizing tracks. 
under study at this time. A possible improvement 

IONIZATION x2 

In addition to the above corrections, it was found that variations in 
chamber operating conditions produced an overall shift in the relationship 
between HCIJ and ~J •. Figllre 8 Sh010lS the variation of ~J(for 1.6 GeV/c 
beam tracks) with tlme (roll numb~r). . 

For this reason, a normalization factor k was introdu~ed for each event • 
. It was assumed that within a frame HM

IJ 
would vary with HC

IJ 
as: 

liM:rJ = k (HC~J-l) + 1 

which corresponds to a straigh~ line through the point ~~J 
4. 

= 1, HCIJ = 1. 

.'" 
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We defin'e the normalized 

k(HC~J-l) + 1 -HMtJ 

~J 
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deviation GIJ(k) by 

" The normalization factor k is then determined for each event by minimizing 
, - 2 4 / :'~IJ GIJ(k) excluding beam tracks for which (H~J-HCIJ) 6H~? 3.0. The 

purpose for excluding these tracks is to remove the contamination of superimposed 
beam tracks which will show artificially high values of HMtJ' 

Once the normalization factor has been determined for the event, the 
ionization X2 is developed. For each track, a "best" vie", is selected: 

1) For beam tracks, the view with the largest value of T. 

2) For non-beam tracks, the view with the largest value of ,F1.fF·SPF 
i. e., the view which is be st "seen" by the FSD. 

The ionization X2 is then taken as 

X2 ION = ~ GiJ*' where J*is the i'best " view. 

Figure 9 shows the distribution of X
2

ION for unambiguously ide~tified 
4cll+ 4 prongs at 1.6 GeV/c. Figure 10 shows the distribution of X ION for 
unambiguously identified 4c 1l + 4 prongs at 3.5, GeV / c • 

. ' 

The methods used for the two experiments were somewhat different. At 
the time of the 3.5 GeV/c experiment, ionization information was only available 
from one view, picked on the basis of having the largest-value of T. The 
ionization X2 was defined to be xiow/ 5. The loss of information from the 
other two views was detrimental to Doth the chi-square distribution and the 
selection efficiency. 

METHOD OF SELECTION 

For those events which are kinematically ambiguous, the ionization X2 
of the competing hypotheses are tested. For the 1.6 GeV/c experiment if XiON 
is less than 15.0 for one hypothesis and greater than 15.0 for all other 
competing hypotheses," a selection is made. Otherwise, the event remains 
ambiguous. For the 3.5 GeV/c experiment the cutoff is 7.0. 

RESULTS 

Figure 11 shows the relationship between the momentum of the pion and 
the proton for those events which have a 4c kinematical ambiguity. Clearly 
the kinematically ambiguous events have t"o positive tracks at the same 
momentum. The sample is from the 1.6 GeV/c 1l+ exposure. 

Figure 12 shows the relationship between the pion momentum and the proton 
momentum for those events in which a selection is made on the basis, of 
ioni.7..ution X2, Selections are made over the full range of momenta which 
corresponds to a selection in relative ionization of 1. 92 from 1. 02. Figure 
13 shm,s the relationship between the ionization X2 of the hlo competing 4c 
hypotheses for the 1.6 GeV/c 1l+ exposure. The clustering at points along 
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the two axes gives an indication of the selection efficiency. 

Figure 14, 15 and 16 are the corresponding,plots for the 3.5 GeV/c :1(+ 
exposure. Selections are made up to 1.90 GeV/c which corresponds to a 
selection :in relative ionization of 1.24 from 1.00. 

Table 1 shows the selection efficiency for the 3.5 GeV/c:lf+ exposure 
where only one view ,.,as available. Table 2 shows the selection efficiency 
for the 1.6 GeV / c :If + exposure where all 'three views "ere available. 

ACIa~OWLErGEMEN'IS . 

We are grateful tollinna Chrisler for her energetic help with the 
programming. 
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Relative ionization from HIT 
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X dependence 
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y dependence 
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Z dependence 
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F M F dependence 
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Z dependence after corrections 
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Effect of cho rn ber operot ing cond itions 
on HIT 
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Distribution of X~on at L6'GeV/c 
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V", .. Pp vs P7T for kinematically ambiguous events 
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.. 
Pp vs P.". for kinematiea lIy ambiguous 

events resolved by ionization 
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Eff iciency of selection by X~n between 

competing 4C hypotheses 
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Pp vs P1T for kinematically ambiguous 

events 
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Pp,vs P.". for kinematically ambiguous 
events resolved by ionization 
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Efficiency 'of selection bYX~on between 
compet i ng 4C hypotheses 
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f . Table 2. Resolution efficiency of kinem~tically ambiguo~s events 

by ionization measurem-ent; 1.6 GeV Ic, 1T + exposu~~, 72" H BC. 

_ 4548 events 

. '·3900 kinematically unique 

648 kinematically ambiguous 

.! ... .f"1 

Number of events ' ! 

Category 
Kinematically Resolved by 

ambiguous ionization 

4C-4C (no 1 C) 173 154 

4C-1C , 254 210 as 4C 
_. o as 1C 

1C-1C (no 4C) 221 172 

Total 648 536 

Ionization measurements from all three views. 

Resolution 

efficiency 

(%) 

89 

83 

78 
," 

83 




